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True Purpose
It’s no secret that being a brand that cares has been on the 

rise for quite  some time now. Many brands have debuted in the 
last few years, and almost all of those hoping to capture gens Y 

and Z, have imbued their companies with some type of purpose: a 
pledge to the greater good through sustainability, charity or social 

awareness.

But since this upswing in corporate responsibility began brands and business 
haven’t truly been put to the test — until now. Already there has been an incredible 

outpouring of action from brands large and small doing what they can. Unilever, Kraft 
Heinz and Reckitt Benckiser will donate millions in funds and products to the relief effort. 

Auto companies are making ventilators, and Anheuser-Busch, along with many craft 
distilleries, has shifted production to make hand sanitizer. Subscription services from The New 

York Times to the Nike Training App have lifted pay walls on premium features to make staying 
informed and staying fit a little easier.

Equally impressive is the multitude of small business across the country, many of whom have 
taken a financial hit, donating their time and resources to help those in need. When all is said
and done, we will be able to engage more confidently knowing which brands are truly driven 

by purpose, not PR..
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COVID Culture
If you’d have told us this time last year that the season’s most 

in-demand accessories would be face masks and hand sanitizer, 
we’d be hard-pressed to believe you. But here we are. It didn’t take 
long for brands to spot an opportunity to enter the ring and infuse

a bit of their brand experience into even the most banal
necessities of pandemic living.

Beauty and personal care brands are offering hand sanitizer with sleeker design
or more sophisticated scents than their generic counterparts. Many apparel brands 

quickly pivoted to making face masks, often reflecting each brand’s signature style or 
company ethos. Most also have a charitable component associated with mask sales. Certain 

businesses will donate a mask for each one sold, while others will send customers a pack of 
masks in return for making a donation to hospitals or other organizations fighting the pandemic.
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Unprecedented Accountability
The civil rights movement sweeping our nation and world has ushered in an unprecedented 
reckoning on race by individuals, institutions, corporations and brands. Even companies who 
typically do not comment on social or political issues have been forced to take a stand
and to speak transparently with their staff & their consumers about their practices and
policies―past, present, & future. There is no opportunity for brands to sit this one out.

In the world of brands & packaging, many are now reckoning with outdated graphics, 
names or mascots whose problematic nature has come under fire. While Aunt 
Jemima is likely the most publicized example of this there are plenty of brands 
across categories, from CPGs to sports teams, confronting a much-needed 
change. This will require reckoning with not only surface level changes
like language and graphics but also reexamining a brand’s DNA
to determine how to thoughtfully and authentically evolve.



Comfort & Joy
The stark, sleek minimalism of the late aughts, also called the

“millennial aesthetic,” (think muted colors, sharp lines, lots of Helvetica)
may finally be ceding in favor of a more expressive, warm and joyous

style. Chunky fonts, expressive colors, and whimsical graphics are design 
elements we expect to see a lot more of in the coming months. 

Even before the pandemic, we’ve been moving towards “peak comfort” for some time 
now, as the profusion of athleisure gear, meal delivery services and binge-able Netflix shows 

have demonstrated. Now, in a time of unprecedented unrest and uncertainty, there is less of a 
need for clinical, cold aesthetics. We are seeking human connection more than ever. A new 

wave of design can bring warmth and levity to our lives and serve as a reminder that even
now, there are still things to celebrate and occasions for delight.
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Rethinking Reusables
Recent strides towards sustainability have faced a major roadblock with the onset of the pandemic. 
Concerns around health and safety have put a strain on efforts to move away from single use plastics 
& towards renewable, sustainable alternatives. With bulk bins and re-filling stations closed at many 
supermarkets, those looking to limit disposable packaging are left with limited options. 
Looking ahead, package design will require creative solutions to balance the need for both 
safety and sustainability.

Third-party services like Loop eschew the packaging problem all together, but there’s 
also an opportunity for brands themselves to provide accessible solutions for 
consumers looking to live more sustainably. For the current moment, brands
can set their sights on designing packaging for the easiest and safest place
to upcycle: right at the home. Packaging that is practical, durable and 
aesthetically pleasing can be used endlessly, both reducing waste
and extending the brand experience far beyond
the lifespan of a product.
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Designing for the New Shopper

The prevalence of e-commerce is nothing new. Bolstered by
the creativity and convenience of digitally native brands and now 

accelerated by the pandemic, most major retailers and brick & mortar 
mainstays have adapted to incorporate online shopping into their models. 

This means that brands must pay extra attention to the way their products
are presented digitally. Previously the cadre of DTC companies, all brands

and products should now consider the entire online experience,
from browsing to unboxing.

For those who are still shopping in traditional stores, there isn’t time to dally at shelf. It will 
become increasingly imperative for brands to capture attention quickly and to clearly 

communicate brand and product attributes. This means reconsidering communication
hierarchies, key claims and front-of-pack design to optimize a shrinking window of 

engagement with consumers at shelf.
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That’s the view from the couch. 
Stay safe, stay in touch.

Join the conversation: 
Celsae Vandenberg
Strategy, Innovation Director
celsae@wallacechurch.com

Wendy Church
Director, Client Services
wendy@wallacechurch.com

wallacechurch.com 330 east 48th street, ny, ny 10017 212-755-2903
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